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ABSTRACTS 

Beethoven as Time-Binder — Ambar Pandya 

The paper looks at Beethoven’s life and works with special reference to their influence on the music of different film industries. 
It argues that Beethoven influenced not only western film industries but Bollywood and other Indian film industries as well.  

There are many films which use Beethoven’s influential music like Clockwork Orange (1971), which used his 
composition—9th Symphony—as background music for the character of Alex DeLarge. The film Dead Poets Society (1989) uses 
his masterpiece, Ode to Joy, which also makes an appearance in Die Hard (1988). He also influenced modern western culture by 
his music. Turning to the Indian film industries, we find that Anu Malik got influenced by Beethoven’s Fur Elise and created songs 
like “Jaane Mujhe Kya Hua” in Baazi (1995) and “Pehla Pehla Pyar Layi Hoon” in Maalamaal (1988). Composer Rajesh 
Murugesan had re-created Beethoven’s compositions with the name of “Moshanam” in the Malayali soundtrack of the film 
Neram (2013) and “Thiruttu Isai” in the Tamil soundtrack of the same film.  

The paper focuses on the concept of Time-Binding with reference to Manhood of Humanity by Alfred Korzybski with 
different dimensions about How Beethoven is a true Time-Binder in the Modern Period. 

Materializing the Concept of Time-Binding via Mapping the Evolution of Cinematography — Ankita Patoliya 

This paper focuses on examining the evolution of cinematography on the global platform through the concept of 'time-binding'. 
Korzybski, in his seminal book Manhood of Humanity, defines human beings through their unique capacity of 'time-binding': to 
draw from the past in order to improve the present and, as a result, the future. By tracing the growth of 'plastic arts' from static 
figurines to motion pictures till the latest 3D animation, this paper aims to empirically show the application of 'time-binding' 
ability of human beings. Pictorial representation of 'events', according to Korzybski, are closest to 'object level', which makes 
visual arts more reliable means of communication. And on the same line this paper tries to investigate the extent to which 
humans can rely on pictorialization, with special focus on history and effects of films on society. 

Binding time through folktales — Deesha Lathigara 

Time and again human beings have considered how the coming generation will continue the legacy bestowed upon them by 
their forefathers. Human beings have the urge to preserve by continuing the traditional ways, the knowledge that is precious 
and scarce to gain. In searching various ways of keeping this knowledge intact so that it can be gifted later, humans have 
adapted numerous ways. In preserving the traditions, cultures and everything under the umbrella of human civilization, folktales 
play a significant role. Folktales are stories passed down through generations of people. While folktales date back to thousands 
of years and are assumed to have lost its importance, many among them prove to be true. Folk imagination has always been a 
critic of the ills as it could take the liberty to question the existing contemporary systems of its time. I will set some examples of 
the wisdom that folktales pass on in order to depict their relevance in the 21st century.  

In this paper I shall attempt to mark the significance of folktales in effective time binding, thereby throwing light upon 
the worth of these tales in modern times. 

Dharmaraj Yudhisthir as a failed time-binder as well as a wrong evaluator — Devyani Chauhan A 

As said by Alfred Korzybski, Time-binding is the culminant ability which by and large helps the spiritual or mental ability of man 
as it makes erstwhile accomplishments subsist in the present and present enterprises in futurity. It is an ability that facilitates; it 
is an ability that brings about; it is an ability that can decipher the past and forecast the future; it is a historian as well as a 
prophet; it is an ability that loads abstract time, the vehicle of events, with an ever accumulating obligation of double-dome 
accomplishments, of spiritual bushel predestined for the refinement of thought, manners or taste of all future generations. But 
unfortunately some people infelicitously employ this ability and because of that they and the people around them face many 
disastrous causes as a consequence.  

Dharmaraj Yudhisthir is a failed time binder and a wrong evaluator as well. Even after getting horribly humiliated by the 
Kauravas, Yudhisthir accepts the second proposal sent by Duryodhan and Shakuni. Pitamah Bhishma warned Yudhisthir, not to 
fall into their trap, but Yudhisthir being a follower of Dharma and a King, accepts their second proposal and plays the dice game, 
although it was a new game with new rules. He even evaluates Duryodhan wrongly while accepting the proposal. He thought 
that Duryodhan was playing the game like his cousin but Duryodhan was playing it like the cunning Prince he was. This wrong 
evaluation resulted in not so pleasant consequences which were faced by not only Yudhisthir but also his brothers and their wife 
Draupadi. Also he was an elementalistic, and he accepted the punishment given by Duryodhan without any objections. As King 
he was able to make some changes/conditions but he did not change anything. It is said that Duryodhan used a tricky word 
while declaring 12 years of exile, which also means days as well as years. At that time, if he allowed Pitamah Bhishma and other 



elders to take over the punishment, the consequences could have been in their favour. But the latter never happened and it 
resulted in The Grand War of Kurukshetra. 

Manhood of Humanity: A journey from “Master, we are not brutes” to a premise on “Human Engineering” — Gananath Dash 

Bruce Kodish in his Biography of Korzybski tells that Korzybski during vacation in his teens spent time supervising the peasant 
workers while they worked in the fields and often pressed them beyond what they could plausibly do. The workers reportedly 
protested, “Master, we are not brutes.” The words later stirred up Korzybski’s imagination to question the traditional concepts 
of socio-ethical-biological definitions of man as the peasants’ words of protest induced him to think differently – if humans are 
not brutes or beasts or animals, then what else they are. Though born and brought up in the milieu of Aristotelian ways of 
thinking, his training in science and chemical engineering, keen observation and significant investigation helped him formulate 
the concepts of time-binding, chemistry-binding and space-binding to designate humans, plants and animals class of life 
respectively; find difference between humans and animals, and humans and plants, and view ‘man-as-an-organism-as-a-whole-
in-an-environment’. We often revisit this idea when we discuss man-nature relationship today during the climate emergency.  
The paper will focus on his varied life-experiences including the uncertain and puzzling experiences of the First World War 
(1914-1918) that remain at the back of the making of and are adequately represented in the Manhood of Humanity, his first full-
length book on ‘human engineering.’ Beginning with a functional definition of human as time-binding, he went on to develop a 
non-Aristotelian system-discipline called General Semantics and propose a mathematical and scientific approach to language, 
behaviour, our perceiving-thinking process, socio-political issues and human-relationship etc. In fact, his ideas spread over his 
essays, presentations and particularly his magnum opus, the Science and Sanity (1935) radiate from his first book.  

In my paper I shall discuss how the premises forwarded in the Manhood of Humanity are an offshoot of his life-long 
experiences and research beginning his childhood days and how they are relevant today across disciplines and for ‘living’ life 
meaningfully.  

Evaluating If this is a Man by Primo Levi through Time- Binding — Henna B Muliyana 

Mankind has this tendency to preserve time through various mediums. For centuries people have used different methods to 
preserve time from the Egyptian custom of mummification to contemporary arts that not only preserve time but represent 
realities of the past and it in turn teaches generations to bind time in a way that develops the human race instead of degrading 
it. It is this tendency to be remembered that leads human beings to preserve time in vivid forms. Alfred Korzybski, having 
witnessed the atrocities of the First World War, was curious to unfold this mystery of what makes human beings what they are 
which led to the creation of his book Manhood of Humanity.  

In this paper I aim to study If this is a Man by Primo Levi, who was imprisoned in concentration camp and has 
undergone worst nightmare of humanity to focus on mapping the systematically planned Nazi method of dehumanizing Jews of 
not only their basic rights but to strip them of their individuality, culture and very sense of their existence. If this Is a Man stands 
as an example for mankind to not repeat the worst crimes committed against humanity but to learn from it.  

Alfred Korzybski’s Manhood of Humanity: A Comparative Analysis in the light of Deendayal Upadhyay’s  ‘Integral Humanism’ 
— Kamal Mehta 

Abstract: The world is celebrating the centenary anniversary of the publication of a seminal book from the West on changing the 
quality of personal and social life. The book gave recognition to Korzybski as a philosopher and propounder of an innovative way 
of human engineering. 

Korzybski tried to understand the nature of human being in its basic sense and to reconstruct or reshape human’s personal and 
social life to making the world a better place for living. He understood the fundamental reasons for the recurring human crises 
and offered ways of addressing them and curing them to make life smoother and happier. 

Korzybski through Manhood of Humanity was critiquing the typical Aristotelian, Newtonian and Euclidian worldviews which had 
taken deep roots in human mind over time, without their being modified with the changes in reality. He suggested a non-
Aristotelian perspective and updated those worldviews to arrive at a scientific understanding to address the human crises. 

In India too, after almost one millennium of alien rule and systematic efforts by the invaders for eroding the indigenous culture 
and social systems, Deendayal Upadhyay addresses the crises due to the adverse impact of them and thinks of how to cure 
those harmful effects of the imposed orders and make the personal and social life in India smoother and better. Though his 
focus is on India, his philosophy is equally useful and universally relevant as it addresses fundamentally human issues and their 
causes. His philosophy or vision is typically an Indian vision for better life for not only the human beings but also for all  other 
species and nature itself. It emphasizes a life which integrates itself with not only the society, but the entire universe that 
includes all the species and the ecology.  In April 1965, he delivered his four famous lectures in Mumbai, which came to be 
known as the “Integral Humanism”, which aimed at providing an alternative order for the national life based on his critique of 
the then western ideologies, perceived by many as progressive and ideal or scientific for the betterment of India. 



Both Korzybski and Upadhyay are deep thinkers aiming at addressing the maladies and then resurrecting the societies. Both 
studied who man is, how he understands his history and learns from it for the betterment, what is the mechanism to make him 
learn things from past and others for advancement, how to make him a responsible individual/man with a sense of duty to 
others and the future, and how to mould his personality as ethical as well as moral with relevant socio-cultural values.  Both the 
philosophies have similarities as well as differences. However, on fundamental issues i.e. in their diagnosis of the problems, they 
have subtle similarities. No doubt, they differ in their approaches to these issues for which many factors like their cultures, 
socio-political ideologies, their understanding of the ultimate goal of life and the very fundamental meaning of life are 
accountable. This paper will try to analyse the Manhood of Humanity from the perspective of Deendayal Upadhyay’s “Integral 
Humanism”, which is a good synthesis of the major Indian philosophies.  

Manhood of Humanity Revisited — Martin H. Levinson 

This talk summarizes Korzybski’s vision presented in Manhood of Humanity, discusses the impetus for that work, and explores 
the need and value of some of the ideas presented in Manhood of Humanity a hundred years after its publication. 

Effective time-binding - A re-visit — Prashant Chauhan 

From the beginning and through the history of humanity, one thing becomes clear that we as human beings always want to 
develop and grow. Humans, whether as individuals or as a society and civilization, want to become better, always want to make 
things better and make life easy to live. We have various documents on the development of human history. From the beginning 
of human evolution to the twenty-first century, we as a civilization have developed enormously. Although human civilization has 
developed greatly, it faces problems. General Semantics states that on earth we humans are the only living beings who can bind 
time and learn from the past. According to studies, the modern form of humans evolved about three lakh years ago. In 
literature, it is said that 'everything that is in this world has already been written.’ All the possible problems and their solutions 
are already given; and yet, we face the same kind of problems continually. There are a number of questions that arise on which 
present paper focuses, 'are we good enough to bind time? Why are we facing the same kind of problems? How can one prevent 
it?' In trying to find answers to these questions, I come across Plato's Republic, where he talks about the 'Ideal State.’ The 
present paper attempts to find all possible questions and acceptable answers to those questions. 

‘Nurturing the Nature’: Re-evaluation of Select Novels of Dhruv Bhatt through Time-Binding — Pratiksha N Chavada 

From the beginning of the world, human beings have been closely associated with Nature. Although in the present time there 
are environmental issues arising due to human interruption in nature but if one closely looks at the cohabitation and harmony 
with which humans live with other creatures and nature than one must appreciate the worldly knowledge of those folks 
described by Dhruv Bhatt in his Gujarati novels – Akoopar and Samudrantike. Dhruv Bhatt, in his modern novels, along with the 
issue of environment, also presents the belief and idea with which people of Gir and those in Gujarat living by the sea conduct 
their lives nurturing nature with a sense of responsibility. Some characters in these novels not only behave responsively but they 
too understand human being’s limits so as not to disturb other creatures and thus maintain the food chain intact. The present  
paper keeping these points in mind tries to interpret the characters of both the novels and their worldly knowledge which they 
carry on from their ancestors through the time-binding capacity of humans.  

The Civil and the Evil: Korzybski’s Manhood of Humanity — Rakesh Desai 

Abstract: Alfred Korzybski’s (1879-1950) Manhood of Humanity (1921) traces the cause of the catastrophic events in the world 
history, the First World War (1914-18) precisely, to an erroneous view of man, and replaces the latter with a right view of man 
and a right method of considering the related issues. It also identifies the evident disparity between the tremendous progress of 
the natural and technological sciences on the one hand and the sluggish progress of the social sciences on the other. It proposes 
a scientific, deductive method of Human Engineering, aligned with the right definition of the human in terms of the human 
capacity for time binding, a capacity for storing, amplifying and passing on racial experiences across the generations. Further, 
ethics, economics and politics, structured by this time binding capacity, would be marked with compassion, selflessness and the 
universal brotherhood. Thus, the civil in human nature is subject to realization provided the laws of Human Engineering are 
understood and followed. 

             But, unfortunately, the eruption of the Second World War proved that men have continued with the same erroneous 
notion of the human, ignoring what they should have done with reference to the laws of Human Engineering. The same issue is 
raised by C. J. Keyser when he refers to the assumption which Korzybski’s thoughts present—the characteristic nature of man 
which all in the world are supposed to have understood and acted accordingly. In this sense, Korzybski’s concept of man refers 
to what men should know and do, and not necessarily to what men know and do. 

             Further, the unfathomable bottom and unpredictable course of human decisions and actions have hardly remained 
unnoticed in human history. Freud seems to imply in Civilization and its Discontents (1930), contrary to Korzybski’s idea of 
progressive time binding, a retrogressive coexistence of various phases of time, not across, but within a life span, and also the 
tendency to aggression as a constant threat to civilization.The insight into the evil in human nature is underlined in varied 



literary classics, including Dostoyevsky’s Notes from Underground (1864). The nameless underground man underlines the fact 
that man has often, even knowingly, thought and acted wrongly, in a self-destructive way. The passage of hundred years after 
the publication of Korzybski’s Manhood of Humanities (1921) alerts us more tragically to the contemporary global challenges of 
terrorism and environmental crisis. The engagement with the civil in man in Korzybski’s view of man must negotiate more 
rigorously with the evil in man.    

Comparative study: the Tattler, the Spectator and Manhood of Humanity — Richa Mehta 

Before Korzybski, there were periodicals i.e. Tattler and Spectator. Its aim was to improve the life of Gentlemen. And Korzybski’s 
main aim was also to improve the life of men, how humans should pass knowledge from generation to generation and even 
what they learn from their past mistakes. So The Tattler and the Spectator were there to shape behaviours and manners of 
people of England. Korzybski observed patients at mental hospitals and noted how people misevaluate the real world. So is the 
case with these periodicals. In the 18th century, the trend of coffeehouses was there in England. The Tattler then began to 
investigate manners and society. As Korzybski instructed it in his book Manhood of Humanity, Steele and Addison did it in their 
periodicals. Do they (Korzybski, Steele and Addison) have the same ideas? In my paper I’ll give a comparative analysis between 
these periodicals and Manhood of Humanity.  

Tallying (with) Korzybski — Sanjay Mukherjee 

The proposed paper would attempt to look at the significance Korzybski attached to the mathematical / engineering way of 
assessing human living and society explicated in his Manhood of Humanity. It would endeavour to assess a fundamental 
question Korzybski asked a hundred years ago – ‘What is the defining mark of humanity?’ – and the relevance and rationales 
supporting the proffered answers. The paper would attempt to understand what was at the beginning of the twentieth century 
‘new ideas’ and ‘new methods of analysis’ adopted by Korzybski in his search for ‘precision, sharpness, and completeness’ of 
definitions / descriptions of ‘Man’s real nature’ thereby getting to know where lay the problems besetting human beings in sp ite 
of their time-binding ability and approaching problems through the consciousness of abstracting. The present state of affairs or 
the major crises facing humanity and the mathematical-scientific approach Korzybski believed was the solution towards a saner 
way of practical living would be an aspect of this paper’s scrutiny whereby Korzybski’s concept of Man would be attempted to 
be situated against some other concepts like theological, sociological, economic, naturalistic etc. 

Time now and time then: a glance through Tradition and Criticism — Sapana Agicha 

Humanity has the capacity to use the fruits of past labours and experiences. It is a natural agency by which the past lives in the 
present and the present lives in the future and the difference betwixt men and animals is the ability to transmit knowledge from 
one generation to the next generation. The world serves as an inspiring agent or influence for literature; the characters, like us 
humans in the real world, make mistakes and learn from them to avoid repetition and whereas some don’t. So writers, advent to 
the umbrella term ‘Human’, learn from the mistakes of the past and try to avoid them in their lives as well as in their creat ivity. 
They learn from their predecessors getting influenced by their styles and output. They employ what is fruitful for their literary 
output and also try to avoid the conflicting notions. But this learning needs hard labour and influence or the tradition of the 
literature in bones whilst creating something new. The artist needs to have one foot in the present and the other in the past. 
Eliot in his essay Tradition and the Individual Talent has mentioned how a Poet (read artist) can and should never remain 
completely free from the previous influence whilst employing his creativity to forge a new work of art. This paper would study 
how artists bind and should bind time taking into account especially Eliot and his views on tradition and his influences along with 
his contemporary I. A. Richards who also studied the past and got influenced to write Practical criticism and gave revolutionary 
ideas to study literature. The paper would trace the ideas of influence by writers and critics keeping in focus the views of Eliot 
and Richards.  

The Subject of Knowledge: Reading Manhood of Humanity as an Identity Project — Tonisha Guin 

In Manhood of Humanity, Alfred Korzybski responds to the question “What does it mean to be human?” by shifting the focus 
from what human beings are to what they do. His conceptualization of time-binding is predicated upon this. In fact, the chapters 
of the book progressively build themselves around the way he defines human subjectivity in terms of knowledge accrued—and 
in the process selectively retained, added to, partially or entirely overhauled—through generations. This paper reads Manhood 
of Humanity as an exercise in constructing an identity project. 

An identity project refers to ongoing narratives of self and collective identity relating to common perceptions of the past, 
present and future. Current understandings of identity in cultural theory favour fragmentation or multiplicity, but in everyday 
life we continue to ascribe to cohesive narratives. These narratives with a definite beginning, middle and shared sense of future 
may be called identity projects. These projects are constituted by the ability to sustain a cohesive narrative of the individual or 
collective self, which facilitates the creation of a biographical continuity. 

In Manhood of Humanity, Korzybski responds to popular, scholastic definitions of humanity and in so doing crafts a counter-
narrative as coherent as it is radical in its departure from extant norms. In its reading of Manhood of Humanity as an identity 



project, this paper argues that Korzybski’s is not an addition to the agglutinative definitions of human subjectivity  popular in his 
times. Rather, the text performatively creates the conditions for the break he envisions humanity to make from past traditions, 
through the constitution of the identity project he constructs around it. 

Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale as an Erroneous Time-binder — Vishalkumar G. Deshani 

Time-binding, as attested by Korzybski, is the culminant ability which is by and large created the spiritual or mental ability of 
man as it makes erstwhile accomplishments subsist in the present and present enterprises in futurity. It is an ability that 
facilitates; it is an ability that brings about; it is an ability that can decipher the past and forecast the future; it is a historian as 
well as a prophet; it is an ability that loads abstract time, the vehicle of events, with an ever accumulating obligation of double-
dome accomplishments, of spiritual help predestined for the refinement of thought, manners or taste of all future generations. 
But unfortunately some people infelicitously employ this ability and because of that they and the people around them face 
many disastrous causes as a consequence. Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale is one of them. He tried to establish a largely autonomous 
state, Khalistan only for Sikhs using his influence over people and misleading them, especially Sikh community, claiming Sikhism 
as a separate religion and spreading hatred among Sikhs towards Hindus which jeopardized the unity of India and led to so many 
casualties and cost so many lives of innocent people, especially of Sikhs and Hindus. So the aim of attempting this paper is to 
analyse the erroneous time-binding of Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale because of whom India had to witness some fatal 
occurrences. 

Tracing the time-binding capacity: A study of Shelley's Frankenstein — Vishwaraj Sinh Gohil 

‘Humanity is a dynamic affair’; Korzybski states in his work Manhood of Humanity. This dynamic approach of man sustains 
cataclysmic outcomes. We’re developing technology by leaps and bounds without giving much rational consideration to its 
ramifications. Our pursuit of enlightenment has blinded us. The purpose of my paper is to show our flaws as time-binders 
whenever technical advancement is concerned. This paper would observe Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as its primary text. The 
protagonist of the novel represents mankind and its constant endurance to break the laws of nature. He was on the verge of 
discovering a delusion without giving any amount of thought to its consequences. History has shown us time and again that 
whenever a technological advancement can be used to hurt humanity, it will be and one cannot blame technology for the way 
man chose to use it. Unlike other species, we humans can accurately perform the principle of time-binding which is to analyze 
the situation with thinking capacity and gathering the knowledge and then to act accordingly to avoid any possible remorseful 
consequences. Purpose of this paper is to evaluate Victor Frankenstein as a time-binder and to draw a parallel between fictional 
and non fictional worlds.   
 


